VPR – Faculty Development
Increasing PI competitiveness for research success

Seminars and Panel Discussions
- Coming up soon!
  - International Research Engagement: Mexico - 10/25/18, POB 2.402, 11-12noon
- 2018-19 Events:
  - Funding my Research
  - Demystifying Research Processes: Sponsored Projects
  - DoD “Ask us Anything” Panel Discussion
  - NSF CAREER "Ask us Anything" Panel Discussion
  - Foundation and Industry Funding Panel Discussion
  - Demystifying Research Processes: Indirect Cost Return
  - Publishing and Scholarly Research Support
RSVP link and further details can be found on the Faculty Development website.

Mentor Pairing
Let us know if you’d like to connect with prior award winners, or expertise outside your discipline.

Emerging Needs
- International support and funding
- Center grant proposal support

Research Solutions
- Finding funding opportunities
- Broader impacts resources

Postdoctoral Office
Professional development resources for postdocs, mentoring guidelines and more

Research Development Portfolio
VPR Initiatives: Pop-Up Institutes, Bridging Barriers
PI Book: what every PI should know and where to find it

Grant Support and Research Administration
- Large, multidisciplinary grant proposal support: establishing strategies and facilitate logistical support.
- Advise on best practices for pursuing and executing research awards

Funding Your Research
- VPR administered grants
- Limited Submissions/Open Calls
- PIVOT: Funding opportunity database and collaborator resource

Subscribe to our monthly e-newsletter or ask us a question

Liza Scarborough, Director of Faculty Development
Office of the Vice President for Research
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